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Abstract
The ongoing globalization of businesses, cultures
and interactions makes the increasing need for
managers with global skills and intercultural
competencies obvious. Whereby the demand for welleducated young people is rising, international
business schools and providers of intercultural
trainings are confronted with the need to satisfy the
expectations of the business. At no point in history
the opportunities for young academics have been so
broad as they are today. At the same time the
requirements to meet job descriptions are getting
more and more unspecific and in some cases, they
seem to be unreachable. The applicants are
wondering, if they have the right abilities to succeed.
But do companies know what skills their employees
really need? Do they for example name intercultural
competencies in job advertisements in an
international or global context? The answer is: most
of the time they don’t. But what can students do
proactively before applying for a job operating in an
international context? And what can the company do
if they have highly skilled people with a lack of
intercultural competence? Most of the time the
answer is: Just do an Intercultural Training. But
therefore the Intercultural Training has to be
effective. This research aims to evaluate different
types of Intercultural Trainings to find the most
effective way of teaching and training intercultural
competencies - from a practical perspective.

1. Introduction
What are the abilities a global leader needs to
leverage in order to use the opportunities of
globalization? Our globalized world has an obvious
need for managers with cultural intelligence,
globalization skills as well as global leadership skills
[1] [2] [3]. During the last decades, the
interconnectedness of cultures and economies
increased, and global economies grew together [4].
Irving mentions: “If you want to succeed on today’s
volatile global economy, you must be prepared to do
business all around the world.” [5] This means nearly
everyone has to interact between different cultures
and make decisions on a global scale
[6]. Therefore, intercultural competencies and
intercultural trainings are not only desirable
anymore, but necessary to be successful in the
business of the future [7]. While most practitioners
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agree that preparing students and employees for the
requirements of a global business environment is
important, the question of how this education is
carried out best, is often left unclear [4]. Critical
factors for today’s success are leaders who can
manage the organization effectively through global
challenges, such as: complexity, ever changing
environments, as well as ambiguity [8]. The global
shortage of people who possess this talent has
created a necessity to find or to develop effective
global leaders. An important issue is the combination
of leadership and management skills. For Prewitt et
al. one of the major differences between leadership
and management "is the ability to influence change",
because managers are used to show a stable direction
whereby leaders create directions according to an
ever-changing environment [3]. Beechler and
Baltzley [9] on the other hand, argue that the global
mindset is the necessary „way of thinking“ that
enhances the leader to compete in the global
environment by giving him a broader perspective –
on a global as well as on a local level. Only few
researchers combine the concepts of global mindset
with global leadership although it has been shown
that a global mindset supports the development of
global leadership [8]. In other words: the concept of
the global mindset covers holistic competencies
which are commonly associated with those needed
for global leadership [10]. Several methods like
online, virtual multicultural team projects [11] or
global virtual teams from several universities in their
international management courses [12] where
evaluated to teach the students these globalization
skills, enhance their cultural intelligence and develop
global leadership skills. “For students to function
effectively in a global work environment they must
develop the cognitive abilities, attitudes, and
behavioral skills that are essential for success in a
global workforce. Core to this mission is the
formation of a “global mindset” [13]”.
The
following research carried out at German
universities, business schools and companies focus
on another way to train intercultural competencies to
students. Business schools tend to focus
more on practical implications whereas universities
emphasize theoretical knowledge. The lack of
explicitly addressing business related activities
during university studies (e.g. cultural understanding
as a part of globalization skills) can lead to
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uncertainty of the students regarding the value of
these competencies after the course [14]. Therefore,
intercultural trainings might be less effective if they
are not interactive (see definitions in the next part).
This paper aims to give trainers hands-on material,
helping them develop the ability to teach a
(previously defined) set of intercultural competencies
to their participants. This way the main questions
are: Which effect has the conception and the success
of an intercultural training on the perception of
learning within the group? Which effect do different
intercultural trainings/ lectures have on the selfestimation of the participants’ competencies? How
does the explicit consideration of group dynamics
positively influence intercultural trainings? Our
approach aims to show the effect of interactive
trainings on competencies related to self-reflection
and self-awareness – what Holt and Seki call “being”
[15] - and how they influence the students’ selfestimation.

2. Theoretical framework
In the following article we differentiate between
training and lecture. According to the authors,
training is highly interactive whereas lectures are
less:
Conventional
lecture:
(knowledge is provided
trainer/professor)

0-20%
interaction
to 80100% by the

Conventional training:
(knowledge is provided
trainer/professor)

21-60% interaction
to 4079% by the

intercultural trainings: cognitive, attributional,
experiential,
sustaining
self-awareness
and
behavioral [21][[22].

2.1. Intercultural competence and related
concepts
The following discussion includes (beside others)
terms like “cosmopolitanism” [23] [24], “cultural
intelligence” [16][25] [26] and “global mindset”
[27][28] as well various definitions and measurement
approaches. As Intercultural competence and Global
mindset are both derived from a cross-discipline
background including research from international
business strategy, organizational behavior, as well as
from cognitive and cross-cultural psychology [29]
[30], it is necessary for this research to provide own
definitions which can easily be understood by the
participants during the answering process (see
research design). A main difference between global
mindset and intercultural competence is the
following: Global mindset is focused on leadership
whereas intercultural competence might be applied
on everybody, those who have leadership
responsibility and those who don’t. For this research
intercultural competence is defined as “one’s
knowledge and ability to successful deal with
intercultural encounters” [31].

2.2. Learning Theory
Early 2004 [21] supports that intercultural
trainings for global managers should include
metacognitive,
motivational
and
behavioral
components.

21st century training [20]: 61-80% interaction
(knowledge is provided to 2039% by the trainer)
Different methods to train intercultural
competencies to students are mentioned in other
research, such as training on Cultural intelligence
(CI) or CrossCultural Management (CCM) courses
[16]. Ramsey/ Lorenz examined that is it possible to
teach CQ as part of intercultural competencies in a
classroom and that the rise of this competence after
the course was positively linked with the
commitment and satisfaction of the students. Only a
limited amount of studies examine the effect of
intercultural trainings on participant’s intercultural
competencies [17]. Empirical studies highlighted
benefits of intercultural trainings, such as: a better
adjustment and performance of expatriates [18],
increase in intercultural essentialism (one’s belief’s
that culture influences the way individuals act, feel,
and behave) [19], a positive development of cultural
intelligence and competencies [20]. Dating back to
the review of training methods by Brislin and
Yoshida 1994 there are five approaches to conduct
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Figure 1. Learning outcomes, source: own figure,
based on [32]
Figure 1 shows different fields training methods can
influence. They can focus on providing knowledge
like giving background on a country’s history and
political system, for example. The competencies can
be those mentioned in the study or can also comprise
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language skills. The attitude might be questioned or
reinforced through another method, or part of a
method.
It is important to know that a method can impact
several fields of action at the same time, by
providing knowledge and influencing one’s attitude.
This means the fields are not separated. In order to
take away the experience from the used method it is
important to focus on meta-learning, meaning talking
about the learning itself and the target of the used
method. The arrows in figure one show that every
phase of meta-learning is a cycle which puts the
knowledge in the right frame (for more background
on the framework of 21st learning skills refer to
[33]).

something will work [21]. Taking a deeper look at
the different structures of the evaluated trainings it is
necessary to divide them into different types of
methods, tools, which we sum up using the term
sequence as a part of the training. This sequence is
limited in terms of time and in accordance with a
defined learning objective. Further, the sequences are
characterized by their level of interactivity.

2.3. Structure and flexibility of trainings
Comparing conventional and what the authors
call 21st century trainings, the following
observations can be made: although there are some
similarities regarding the structure, the content, and
especially the interactivity level, differ widely.
Regarding the structure referring to the situational
flexibility of content and applied methods, such as to
start with asking for expectations and already
existing experiences in the intercultural context are
similar. This part was longer at the trainings of
Provider P and therefore it can be assumed to be
more intensive. Further, both groups of trainers
mentioned similar learning objective.

Figure 3. Structure of training by Provider P, own
figure
Interactivity level A refers to experiential training
with its emphasis on applied training including roleplays and simulations. This kind of training
sequences are probably only offered by provider P as
it is typically more emotionally demanding for
participants and trainers [21] and therefore might
require coaching skills from the involved trainers.

Figure 4. Structure of training by Provider I, own
figure
Figure 2. Similarities in overall structure, own figure
Further both types of intercultural trainings ended
with a conclusion of the learned contents. This part
was longer (more time consuming) at the training of
Provider P. Therefor it is assumed that this part –
which they call “learning journey recapitulation” was
more intense (see Figure 2). From a literature
perspective informational and experiential training
are working best in tandem, whereas the majority of
existing intercultural training approaches is a mix of
all existing methods based on the hope that at least
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Interactivity level B refers to small interactions of
applying learned theory, such as games where the
participants have to adjust to changing rules.
Sequences like these are used to show the
participants how they might mediate between
individuals of different cultures. They should be the
initial step of reflecting about the learned theory.
Interactivity level C mostly similar to the
conventional lecture described earlier, as it is mostly
based on knowledge provided by the trainer and
enriched by discussions and examples.
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Comparing both trainings (by observation and
discussion with the trainers) it became obvious that
the trainings of Provider P changed flexibly between
different intensities of interaction, in accordance with
the target group’s needs. The trainings of provider I
stayed mainly in the lower interactivity levels,
focusing on knowledge sharing, instead of
knowledge transfer.
The critique on current approaches of
intercultural trainings include [21]: 1. To neglect the
unique requirements of each participant referring to
the intercultural interaction in terms of intensity,
duration and type of interaction. 2. The focus on
cognitive and knowledge-based trainings including
specifics of certain countries. 3. To assume a strong
interlinkage between cultural values and norms and
the individual’s behavior. 4. Focusing on analogical
learning, assuming that the participant is able to find
intellectual connections between the tools applied
and future situations. Challenges implied by these
approaches: 1. Only few of the content learned might
fit to the personal uncertainties referring future
intercultural situations. This might lead to less
motivation to participate and less satisfaction with
the training. 2. This might lead to stereotyping.
Furthermore, it does not take into consideration
specific situations and the creation of trust needed
for example when working in multicultural teams.
Therefore, the required knowledge these people need
to feel safe interacting cannot be trained (fast
enough). It would be better to be equipped with the
metacognitive skills to acquire only the necessary
information to cope with this particular situation
[21]. 3. This approach seems to be too simplistic, as
there are studies such as Meyer 2014 [33] which sets
the individual behaviors in relation to the norms of
the individuals’ cultural background. Therefor every
individual can have different cultural traits which can
be independently from their cultural origin or
background. 4. Most research says that there is a
limited capacity of transferring the learned concept
to a real situation [21]. When using metacognitive
teaching tools however, the transfer can be made
more easily [34].

performance during the course to minimize the
probability of affective rather than cognitive
answers. This paper outlines lessons learned based
on the evaluation of four different intercultural
trainings for management students as a first step of a
possible research on evaluating intercultural
trainings. Additionally, two reference groups, which
only had conventional lectures on “global business
challenges”, were taken as reference groups.

3. Methodology

3.2. Understanding of key competencies

Concepts like e.g. intercultural competence were
evaluated with several methods. Self-assessment of
the students, with about 85% of agreement as the
best way to assess the intercultural competence of
students [35], seems thus the appropriate method for
evaluating the teaching of globalization skills.
Therefore, self-assessment at the end of courses is
used to measure the estimation of the
comprehension, the specific competencies, the
performance or the increase of those goals [36].
Following the practical implications of Sitzmann et
al. the students get periodic feedback on their

The evaluation of certain competencies makes it
necessary to define those, making sure that there are
no misunderstandings which might lead to errors in
the evaluation. The key competencies the authors
will focus on are: differentiation, expert intuition,
ability to analyze, flexibility, self-awareness,
tolerance
for
ambiguity
and
resilience.
Differentiation as one aspect of cognitive complexity
construct (beside integration) is the ability to hold
and apply several valid but competing and
complementary interpretations of a domain or
situation [9]. Expert intuition is understood as
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3.1. Research design
From end of December 2015 until September
2017 six groups of students were evaluated (see
Table 1) including two MBA classes were evaluated
with a quantitative survey. The main differences
between the observed intercultural trainings are the
amount of theoretical input in relation to hands-on
experiences, the number of trainers as well as the
used methods to teach implicit cultural rules. Both
groups contain management students with the
willingness and perspective to work abroad or to
work in an international context. The research is
carried out with a pre-training-survey and a posttraining-survey which consists of a selfestimation of
up to 19 identified intercultural competencies
including global mind-set skills. The surveys focus
on up to 19 central abilities to name them:
adaptability, scope of understanding/ knowledge of
cultures, ability to communicate, language skills,
ability to work in teams, differentiation, integration,
expert intuition, ability to analyze, flexibility, selfawareness, curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity, ability
to solve problems, ability to build trust/ be empathic,
cosmopolitanism, openness, empathy and resilience
(see. Appendix 2 for derivation of the competencies).
The students were asked to estimate their own
abilities immediately before and after the trainings
and lectures. Each of the competencies was assigned
a number on a scale ranging from 1 (lowly
pronounced ability) to 10 (highly pronounced
ability). All participating students got definitions of
the competencies to ensure a similar understanding
of each ability during the research (see. Appendix 3).
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“Integration of your experience over time […]
applied to a particular challenge” [9]. Ability to
analyze is to assess quickly whether a situation is
typical or atypical [9]. Flexibility is defined as the
“ability to be adapt easily” [37]. Self-awareness “to
understand [..] own strengths and weaknesses, […]
emotions and […] impact on others” [9]. Tolerance
for ambiguity is defined as the “individual
differences in reactions to the complex, unfamiliar,
confusing, indeterminate, and incomplete stimuli that
fall within the conceptual domain of ambiguity”
[38]. Or as the “ability to endure ambiguities,
inconsistencies, uncertain and unstructured situations
or different expectations and roles that are addressed
to one's own person” [39]. Further it “predicts short
and long-term reactions to a spectrum of situational
characteristics relevant in a wide variety of life
contexts and outcomes [40]. Resilience was defined
as the “Capacity to recover quickly from difficulties
and changes” from scientific perspective this
definition has to be more precise. Therefor the
definition from Sakar [41] is used to examine the
results. “The role of mental processes and behavior
in promoting personal assets and protecting an
individual from the potential negative effect of
stressors” [41] (for further discussion of this context
see [42]). This definition focuses on psychological
resilience, the process-like definition includes the
perspective that resilience is a capacity which
develops over time, least it focuses on maintaining
the normal functional level rather than restoring or
enhancing a certain function.

4. Findings
This research consists of various findings,
whereas this article focuses on the influence of the
structure of an intercultural training as well as the
influence of the approach of different providers on
the outcome of the trainings as perceived by the
participants.

4.1. Sample
Until now in total 83 students participated in this
research. 31% of them were female and 69 % of
them were male, whereby the average age was 30,8
years. The sample is divided into six groups, based
on the provider of the intercultural trainings and the
already existing training groups. Therefore, provider
I belongs to group L and to group M, whereas
provider P belongs to group H and group A. The
groups M14 and M16 were taken as reference
groups. The aim of including reference groups was to
show developments in the self-estimation of students
based on interactions (in this case a lecture on global
business challenges) to contrast these effects to the
influences of intercultural trainings.
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4.2. Evaluation of data

Within the period of December 2015 until
September 2017 the 83 students were asked to fill in
a pretraining-survey and an after-training-survey.
Therefore 166 surveys were collected with a
response rate of 100%. For each student an average
self-estimation before the trainings as well as after
the trainings was calculated using the 19 estimations
in each survey. The difference between those values
was calculated and used to get an average change in
self-estimation per group. Further, the average selfestimation of each group before and after the training
was calculated. Considering the change in average
self-estimation of the groups, each group had on
average an increase in the self-estimation of their
own skills, abilities and competencies. The overall
increase was between 0.05 and 1.11 on a 10-pointscale (see. Appendix 4). Further, the variety of selfestimations within the groups (highest average selfestimation and lowest average self-estimation) was
recorded. The lowest value in each group before the
training/ lecture varied between 5.63 and 6.75
whereby the highest self-estimation before the
trainings differed between the groups from 8.0 to
8.92. After the trainings the lowest self-estimation
was between 4.42 and 7.37, whereas the highest selfestimation after the trainings was between 8.32 and
9.63 (see. Appendix 4). It is interesting to consider
that the variety of the estimations within the groups
of provider I increased in both cases whereas the
variety of estimations within the groups decreased
for the groups of provider P. Within the reference
group both changes occurred. The group A from
provider P had the highest increase in terms of
average self-estimation of a group with an average
increase in self estimation of 1.11. This way this
research provides a guideline for both academic
institutions as well as companies for the decision
between different types of intercultural trainings, in
accordance with the skills that are to be trained.
Therefore, the education of future global managers
can get optimized.

5. Overall
trainings

effects

of

intercultural

As the groups have different changes in their selfestimation on average, which differ between the
groups from 0.05 to 1.11 on average per group, it is
necessary not only to look at the total changes but
also on the average changes. Therefore, the average
change per competence per group is calculated
(between 0.05 and 1.11) and the changes per
competency which are above the individual average
change level of the group are highlighted (see.
Appendix 5 and 6). If we take a look on the
highlighted changes, it is obvious that
“understanding and knowledge” as well as
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“integration” increased above average level for all
intercultural training groups (see. Appendix 6).
Influence of Provider I
Comparing the overall average changes in
competencies, there are some competencies which
have been developed over average by the students in
the trainings from the same provider. Group L and
group M, both from provider I both had overall
average changes in the following competencies:
differentia on, expert intuition, ability to analyze and
flexibility.
Influence of Provider P
Comparing the over average changes in
competencies for the group H and A from provider
P, the competencies self-awareness, tolerance for
ambiguity and resilience got developed over average
in both groups.
Characteristics of the reference groups
Comparing the over average changes of the
reference groups it shows that, similar to the
trainings of provider P, the competencies selfawareness and tolerance for ambiguity were further
developed. Besides, the competencies expert
intuition and differentiation were developed over
average. The similarities referring to self-awareness
and tolerance for ambiguity might occur, because the
trainer/ lecturer of the reference groups was partly
involved in the intercultural trainings of provider P.

6. Implications
Overall, an interesting result was the difference in
estimations of the groups related to the provider.
Especially, the overall effects in terms of
selfestimation of understanding/ knowledge of
cultures as well as integration showed possible
similarities between the contents not only of the
intercultural trainings, but also of the trainings with
the lecture, which was taken as reference group.
Looking at the results we tend to see a positive
evolution of the competencies between before the
training and after the training. For the competencies
which seem to have deteriorated, the team of trainers
noticed a certain modesty of the students in
evaluating their skills while being confronted to
actual situations, or even having experienced small
culture-shocks during the training. The different
exercises showed how hard it can be to put
competencies into practice when being in a stressful
situation. All in all, the varying self-estimations of
the peer groups show the effect different types of
adult education have in comparison.
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7. Further Research
The weaknesses of this research are for sure the
still small sample which can always be extended in
further research. There could be a bias due to the
self-estimation of the students as only method, even
though the authors are aware of the bias selfassessment tools can bring along. Additional
reference groups, control groups and methods such
as estimation by the examiner or supervisor could
improve the validity of this first study. Furthermore,
the 19 categories might change over time and thus be
covered by further literature review. Further research
could focus on those competencies which have not
changed considerably through the trainings and
shed light on the reasons for this phenomenon. Last
the self-estimation has to be appropriately taken into
account, as a lecture is not a common situation and
neither had the students’ time to reflect the learned
competencies in depth, nor did they get the
possibility to prove their (new) competencies in
practice. Most researchers agree on the fact that
expatriation is the best way to learn intercultural
skills [43] so the question might arise how
intercultural trainings can be conducted as if they
were “miniexpatriations”. Depending on the type of
global manager you want to get [44], you might need
a different type of training.

8. Conclusion
The following research showed how important it
is to choose the right provider for the right need or
the right target group. Then, according to the
available time and the needs, it makes sense to
choose between different types of training: more
interactive or less. This approach is directly linked to
the conception of the training: the planning of a
program in accordance with a target group’s needs
before and during the training. Thus, the success of
the training is not directly linked to a positive feeling
during the training. As mentioned before, the best
trainings are those provoking a small culture-shock.
The trainer’s task is then to ensure that this shock is
digested by the end of the training. This is why the
authors recommend intercultural trainers to be
coaches as well, in order to ensure the group’s selfreflection during the training. Only then we can
speak of a successful training. Our research showed
the different effects different intercultural trainings
can have on the self-estimation of the participants on
their competencies even though the training should
foremost take into consideration the specific needs
and learning goal of the participants. If the team of
trainers is able to take into consideration the
participants’ needs and adapt the training concept in
real-time, it is likely to have a high impact on the
individuals as well as on the group. This is why the
authors hold the opinion that a team of trainers can
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respond more effectively to those changes than an
individual trainer could do it. This approach
combined with self-reflection and meta-learning, as
well as highly interactive elements are the
ingredients for a 21st century training.
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